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Abstract—In this paper, we optimize the use of existing DSL
low-power sleeping modes (L2 and L3) in order to improve the
energy efficiency of DSL access networks. Given that switching ON
a DSL line can cause instability by increasing the amount of timevarying crosstalk in the cable bundle, and that it takes energy and
time to switch a DSL line ON and OFF, we develop a method to optimally choose the appropriate sleeping state based on the line and
traffic characteristics. We further develop and prove the structural
properties of the optimal policy for switching to the appropriate
sleeping state, allowing transitions between submodes with different power and transmit rate characteristics. We also present
techniques that guarantee stable sleep mode operation. Using
a realistic DSL simulator, we demonstrate the three-way tradeoff among energy consumption, delay performance, and stability.
The increased flexibility of control introduced by our approach
improves the energy-delay Pareto optimal tradeoff, and results in
a more energy efficient and stable DSL operation compared to
existing power saving policies.
Index Terms—Broadband, DSL, energy efficiency, green.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

SL IS THE predominant wireline Internet access technology with more than 350 million lines worldwide [1]. In
this context, saving energy in DSL infrastructure is essential in
the overall movement to “green” the access network. Exploiting
DSL low-power modes can be highly effective because a significant amount of energy is wasted due to low utilization; for
example, a typical DSLAM is fully on but does not transmit
data 80% of time [2] and yet most DSL lines do not switch
off. The potential is further enhanced due to the increasing
burstiness of broadband traffic and delay tolerance of cloud
applications.
A simple “sleeping” policy would wake up a DSL line as
soon as there are data to be transmitted and then put it to sleep
when the transmission is over. Designing an optimal “sleeping”
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policy is complex for three reasons: (1) the best trade-off point
depends on the relative importance of energy-saving versus
delay performance, (2) it takes both time and energy to switch a
line on or off, and (3) DSL lines sharing a cable binder crosstalk
into each other, so switching DSL lines on and off generates
time-varying crosstalk [3] which can cause errors and instability
since the lines receiving the crosstalk adapt at start-up assuming
stationary noise. In this work, stability is related to time varying noise impact through crosstalk coupling. More specifically,
the larger the noise impact magnitude and variation, the more
symbol errors occur, and as a result, the less stable DSL lines
become as they will go out of showtime and re-initialize every
time a threshold value of symbol errors is exceeded. Designing
sleeping policies should thus take into account the stability metric, aiming at achieving a three-way tradeoff between energy
consumption, delay performance and stability.
Part of the material in this manuscript has been published
in [4] and [5]. Extending those works, this paper submission
presents a unified theory of stable sleeping in DSL infrastructure. While each one of our conference papers focused on
specific aspects of DSL stable sleeping, this work presents a
comprehensive and thorough theoretical analysis of optimizing
the tradeoff between energy consumption, delay, and stability; and documents the reasons behind the development of the
ITU-T VDSL Low Power Mode (LPM) [6].
The contributions of this paper are the following:
1) We initially optimize the use of multiple heterogeneous
link states, L0 (ON), L2, and L3, (aka power management modes or sleeping states) already defined in
ADSL/ADSL2+ standards [3]. L0 mode corresponds to
the DSL being fully ON and functional, L2 mode corresponds to the case where the transmit power is a small
fraction of the power at L0, whereas L3 mode corresponds
to the case where no signal is transmitted on the line.
We provide a method to optimally decide which sleeping state (L2 vs L3) to use. L2 has a non-zero power
consumption but a lower switching cost, whereas L3 has
zero power consumption but a higher switching cost.
Taking this tradeoff into account, we calculate the optimal thresholds for changing the sleeping state from L3 to
L2 and vice versa. Fig. 1 shows the power consumption
and switching cost incurred during transitions between
the three different power states in DSL lines.
2) We develop a novel analytic framework that computes
the optimal sleeping policies for DSL lines in terms of
achieving a Pareto-optimal tradeoff between energy consumption and delay performance. We take stability into
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Fig. 1. Transitions between different power states (L0, L2, and L3) in DSL
lines. The power consumption at L2 is non-zero but the switching cost for
L2/ON transitions is smaller both in energy and time. The power consumption at L3 is zero but the switching cost for L3/ON transitions is larger both in
energy and time. The power consumed during L0 and L2 is denoted as PO N
and PSL respectively.

account, by providing a temporal dimension solution that
can significantly improve stability when using sleeping
mode. We prove the hysteretic structure of the optimal
sleeping policies and compute the optimal ON and OFF
thresholds in terms of number of buffered jobs.
3) We extend our framework towards computing an optimal
sleeping policy that gradually transitions a line between
sub-modes of different power consumption and transmit
rate and improves stability. A sub-mode has power consumption and transmit rate between that of L0 and L2/L3
operation mode. We prove the structural properties of the
optimal policy, which allows the line to switch between
different sub-modes, and does not require a full transition to the sleeping state (L2 or L3) before switching
back on.
4) We quantify the benefits that arise from (a) an increased
number of operating sub-modes and (b) an increased flexibility in switching between the different sub-modes. We
demonstrate that these two degrees of freedom result in
significant improvements in terms of energy-delay Pareto
optimal tradeoff, and noise impact on uncoordinated DSL
lines. In particular, we demonstrate in Section IV-A that
energy savings of up to 85% can be achieved for a traffic
load of 10%.
5) Our sleeping policy results in (a) higher energy savings
compared to the Broadband Forum (BBF) TR-202 [7]
policy even when the BBF’s procedure is improved to
stay in each intermediate state a very short amount of time
for better energy savings (e.g., 1.27s, 100 times smaller
than the BBF recommendation), and (b) a more stable
operation even when our approach turns the line off more
aggressively via only 6 L2 sub-modes.
A. State of the Art
The multiple power states of this research have been incorporated into the new Annex E to ITU-T G.998.4 specifying VDSL
Low Power Mode (LPM) [6], particularly for stable sleeping.
This paper serves as comprehensive documentation of the technical rationale and theory of operation for this new VDSL
LPM. VDSL LPM saves power by transmit PSD reduction.
Entry criteria into LPM states are determined by programmable
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settings of traffic thresholds and the time below those thresholds. A higher layer function determines the need for transition
out of the L2 link states by sending primitives down to the
transceivers. Exit is gradual, through multiple PSD levels, and
this is configurable to allow optimization as specified in this
paper. Levels of PSD reduction between steps, the maximum
total PSD reduction, SNR margins, and timings between steps,
are all configurable. Exit is sufficiently rapid to achieve a few
Mbps in a few seconds, so the user perceives viable initial service on demand. In addition, the L2.2 link state is defined with
the additional power scaling technique referred to as scheduled
discontinuous operation (SDO), where the line is off for some
symbol times, and while on the PSD is at a low enough level
that the time-varying crosstalk does not destabilize nearby lines.
For ADSL2/ADSL2plus, the BBF guidelines in TR-202 [7]
define a power saving procedure, where they recommend the
use of L2 since waking up from L3 is slow and would create excessive crosstalk that could render other DSLs unstable.
Specifically, the BBF TR-202 power saving guidelines are as
follows:
1) It is better to use the L2 low power mode instead of L3, in
order to avoid excessive crosstalk from waking up from
L3.
2) The maximum aggregate transmit power reduction in L2
should not be larger than 10 dB with respect to the power
consumed when the line is ON (at full power).
3) The power reduction should be gradual with steps of 1 dB
apart. Together with the above guideline, this comes down
to 10 steps of 1 dB, i.e., 9 intermediate states.
4) The time the line stays in each one of these intermediate
states should be more than 127 seconds.
Recent research on greening DSL broadband access focuses
on techniques for energy efficient dynamic spectrum management (DSM) [8], [9], [10]. They consist of the joint coordination of the DSLs’ transmit spectra so as to minimize the total
transmit or line-driver power consumption in the DSL access
network, subject to specific QoS requirements, such as minimum data rates and fairness objectives. There has also been
work on non-DSM approaches [11], [12], as well as on existing
low power DSL modes [13] and rate adaptation for energy efficiency [11], [14]. This paper compliments those previous works
by focusing on real-time operation of DSL low-power modes.
II. DSL S YSTEM M ODEL
In Fig. 2 we display an example of a DSL access network consisting of two central offices that are connected to the
Internet via two different Internet service provider networks.
Multiple DSLs within the same cable bundle experience
electromagnetic interactions resulting in crosstalk interference.
Each central office (CO) can have a spectrum management center (SMC) to coordinate transmission over the connected DSL
lines and to perform DSM. We consider a DSL system model
consisting of a cable bundle of M + N DSLs, in which lines
n ∈ N = {M + 1, . . . , M + N } are coordinated by a spectrum management center (SMC 2), whereas lines m ∈ M =
{1, . . . , M} are not coordinated (e.g., they transmit in the same
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III. O PTIMIZING OVER L2 VS L3 SLEEPING STATES
A. Model and Analysis

Fig. 2. Example of DSL access network with two central offices. For central
office 2 there is a spectrum management center (SMC) that can coordinate the
transmission of the connected DSL lines.

cable but they are managed by a different service provider).
DSLs are modulated by Discrete Multi-Tone (DMT); a multicarrier transmission scheme in which individual bit streams are
transmitted over independent sub-carriers, also referred to as
tones. No joint signal coordination is assumed between DSLs.
It is assumed that each DSL treats the crosstalk interference as
additive noise. When the number of interfering DSLs is large,
the crosstalk interference is well approximated by a Gaussian
distribution [15]. Under this standard assumption, the resulting
achievable data rate for each line n is
R =
n

K

k=1


log2 1 +

n,n
1 h k wkn skn
co  n intnk


,

(1)


n, j j j
with intnk = j=n h k wk sk + σkn denoting the received interference and noise of line n on tone k, h n,n
k the channel gain of
n, j
line n on tone k, h k the crosstalk channel gain from line j to
j
j
line n on tone k, sk the transmit power of line j on tone k, σk the
noise power of line j on tone k, co the SNR gap of the code,
 n the noise margin of line n, and K the number of tones, see
[16] Chapter 7.2. We used empirical models for the crosstalk
channels that are based on 1% worst-case analysis [17].
j
We also include power management mode parameters wk
for each line j on tone k. We make an abstraction of the L0,
L2, and L3 power management modes defined in the DSL standards. We model them by the parameters wki , which can only be
coordinated for the coordinated lines ∈ N, i.e., fixed settings for
j
the uncoordinated lines wk = 1, ∀k, ∀ j ∈ M. The L0 mode of
a coordinated DSL n is defined as wkn = 1, ∀k, whereas the L2
or L3 (depending which is chosen as the OFF or sleep mode) is
defined as wkn = PPOS LN ∀k, and wkn = 0, ∀k respectively.
Note that PS L corresponds to the power consumption at L2,
and PO N corresponds to the power consumption at L0. The
power management modes of the N coordinated DSLs can be
individually controlled depending on their traffic loads. The
data rates and power consumptions of the coordinated DSLs
depend on the chosen transmit powers and the power management modes, and are denoted as R n and POn N for the L0 mode
of line n, respectively. The data rate of the L3 mode is zero, and
the corresponding power consumption is also zero. As we focus
on power management mode coordination, we assume that the
transmit spectra are fixed, and they respect a minimum noise
margin  n for the coordinated lines when all lines are in L0.

We assume that each line has a finite buffer B and three
heterogeneous modes of operation: ON mode (L0) and two
sleeping modes (L2 and L3). The power that the line consumes
when ON is PO N , whereas the power consumption at L2 is PS L ,
with 0 < PS L < PO N . The power consumption at L3 is considered to be 0. The transmit rate in ON mode is R O N , whereas
the transmit rate at L2 and L3 is R S L > 0 and 0 respectively. In
order to simplify the analytic derivations we will assume that
R S L ≈ 0 without loss of generality, given that R S L << R O N .
In this paper, we also assume that jobs, modeling frames of
packets, arrive at the line according to a Poisson process with
rate λ. This essentially models data traffic such as web browsing; and while it deviates somewhat from streaming traffic the
impact of streaming traffic increasing and depleting queues
according to traffic load is still modeled.
The jobs have independent, identically exponentially distributed service times with mean 1/R O N . This helps analytical tractability. The memoryless property of the arrivals
allows us to formulate the problem as a continuous time
Markov Decision Process (MDP) problem. Note, however,
that we define the traffic load ρ for each line as the ratio
ρ = R Oλ N .
3 . The time
The energy consumed in ON/L3 switchings is E ch
required to wake up from L3 is τ3 , whereas the time required
to wake up from L2 is τ2 , with τ3 > τ2 . In addition, the cost
from overhead signaling incurred during ON/L2 switchings is
2 , with E 3 > E 2 . In order
expressed in terms of energy as E ch
ch
ch
to make the problem analytically tractable we neglect transitions between L2 and L3. The above considerations give rise
to the following tradeoff: Whenever we want to turn off the
line, do we switch it to L2 with non-zero power consumption but with low switching cost, or do we switch it to L3
mode with zero power consumption but with higher switching
cost?
Each state i in the state space  is characterized by the
triplet (Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i ), where Wi2 , Wi3 ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator
that denotes whether the line was in L2 or L3 respectively during the previous time interval, and Q i is the number of jobs in
the queue. If Wi2 = Wi3 = 0 this means that the line was ON
during the previous time interval. If Wi2 = 1 and Wi3 = 0 this
means that the line was in L2 mode, where as if Wi2 = 0 and
Wi3 = 1 this means that the line was in L3 mode. The case
Wi2 = 1 and Wi3 = 1 is invalid.
Solving the MDP results in an optimal policy p(i) =
{ p2 (i), p3 (i)} for each state i, where the component p2 (i) ∈
{0, 1} defines whether it is optimal or not to put the line to L2
in the next state, and the same rule applies to p3 (i) ∈ {0, 1} for
L3. If p2 (i) = p3 (i) = 0, then it is optimal to have the line ON
at the next state. A case with p2 (i) = p3 (i) = 1 is not valid.
By the Markovian structure, the policy only changes when a
job arrives or departs.
Each state i evolves as Wi2 (t + τ ) = p2 (Wi2 (t), Wi3 (t),


Q i (t)), Wi3 (t + τ ) = p3 Wi2 (t), Wi3 (t), Q i (t) , and Q i (t +
τ ) = Q i (t) + 1, if an arrival occurs, or Q i (t + τ ) = Q i (t) − 1,
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Fig. 3. Example MDP state diagram with states S0 = (0, 0, Q), S L2 =
(1, 0, Q + 1), and S L3 = (0, 1, Q + 1). The transition probabilities between
the states are depicted as p L0−>L2 , p L0−>L3 , p L2−>L0 , p L3−>L0 .

if a departure occurs. Note that t denotes the current time and
t + τ refers to the time of the next event. The above equations
capture the fact that the policy { p2 (i), p3 (i)} define the mode
of line switches.
From the Markovian structure of the problem, the transition
probabilities from state (Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i ) are

Pr Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i → p2 Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i , p3 Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i , Q i +1
=

λ + RO N

λ

 2



3
1 − p2 Wi , Wi , Q i − p3 Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i ,

(2)

2
3
2
3
2
3
Pr Wi , Wi , Q i → p2 Wi , Wi , Q i , p3 Wi , Wi , Q i , Q i −1





R O N 1 − p2 W 2 , W 3 , Q − p3 W 2 , W 3 , Q





=
λ + R O N 1 − p2 W 2 , W 3 , Q − p3 Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i .
(3)
A snapshot of the state transitions can be seen in Fig. 3.
State S0 = (0, 0, Q) corresponds to the line being ON with Q
jobs in the system. State SL2 = (1, 0, Q + 1) corresponds to
the line being in state L2 with Q + 1 jobs in the system, and
state SL3 = (0, 1, Q + 1) corresponds to the line being in state
L3 with Q + 1 jobs in the system. The transition probabilities
p L0−>L2 , p L0−>L3 , p L2−>L0 , p L3−>L0 can be easily calculated from equations (2) and (3) by setting Wi2 , Wi3 , p2 , p3 to
appropriate values 0 or 1.
There is a cost incurred with every transition from a
state to another. The so-called “cost per transition”consists
of the running cost g1 (i, p2 (i), p3 (i)), and the switching cost
g2 (i, p2 (i), p3 (i)) as follows:
g1 (i, p2 (i), p3 (i)) = (1 − p2 (i) − p3 (i))PO N + p2 (i)PS L
+ r Qi ,

+ δ| p3 (i) −

Relatively higher r values increase the emphasis put on the congestion cost and prevent the line from sleeping for too long.
Then the line operates on a tradeoff point characterized by
higher energy consumption and lower average delay. Relatively
lower r values decrease the emphasis put on the congestion
cost, and the line is allowed to sleep for longer periods. The
operation point on the optimal tradeoff curve is thus characterized by decreased energy consumption and higher average
delay. This parameter can also be seen as the congestion cost
slope coefficient as it penalizes the number of jobs in the queue.
The power cost at L0 is incurred when p2 (i) = p3 (i) = 0 and
the power cost at L2 is incurred when p2 (i) = 1. Buffer overflow is not considered in this paper, since we consider only light
traffic loads that model underutilized DSL lines.
The switching cost includes the energy cost incurred every
time the line switches from sleeping mode (L2 or L3) to ON
and vice versa. It also includes the time it takes for the line to
wake up from L2 or L3, which we express in terms of the λτ2
or λτ3 jobs that accumulate in the buffer during the line wake
up process. The energy part of the switching cost is taken equal
for both turning on and off because what matters is the cost of
turning on and then back off. It doesn’t matter whether this is
split equally between the two actions or attributed entirely to
one. The scaling parameter δ models the emphasis put on the
time part of the switching cost relatively to the energy part of
the switching cost.
We find the policies that result in a Pareto optimal tradeoff
between energy consumption and average delay, taking into
account the switching cost consumed every time there is an
ON → OFF or OFF → ON switching, with OFF mode corresponding to L2 or L3. Here we take into account the time it
takes for the line to wake up. During the wake up process, jobs
are being accumulated in the buffer, thus causing an average
increase of λτ2 or λτ3 jobs in the queue length.
Energy is saved by reducing the number of times we expend
2 or E 3 required to switch on the line or turn it
the energy E ch
ch
off to L2 or L3.
To analyze the energy-performance tradeoff, we aim at minimizing the average discounted sum of costs, as in Section 1.1.1
in [18].
V (i) =

(4)

2
3
g2 (i, p2 (i), p3 (i)) = | p2 (i) − Wi2 |E ch
+ | p3 (i) − Wi3 |E ch

+ δ| p2 (i) −
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Wi2 |Wi2 λτ2
Wi3 |Wi3 λτ3 .

(5)

Note that (Wi2 , Wi3 , Q i ) refers to state i.
The running cost is a weighted sum of the power consumption incurred at L0 or L2 and the delay cost incurred by jobs
waiting in the queue. The congestion cost slope coefficient r
models the tradeoff between power and delay cost and measures
the delay sensitivity of the application in consideration, given
that it captures the emphasis put on the congestion cost (i.e,
number of buffered jobs). Delay sensitive applications, such as
web browsing or video streaming, have relatively higher r values than delay insensitive applications, such as cloud backup.

min

p2 (i), p3 (i)

{A( p2 (i), p3 (i)) + B( p2 (i), p3 (i))} ,

(6)

where
A( p2 (i), p3 (i)) =

g1 (i, p2 (i), p3 (i))
+ g2 (i, p2 (i), p3 (i)),
β +v

B( p2 (i), p3 (i)) = α



(7)
( p (i), p3 (i))

M̂i→2 j

V ( j).

(8)

j∈

where v is the uniform transition rate given by v = λ + R O N ,
and M̂i→ j is the uniform transition probability going from state
i to state j under policy { p2 (i), p3 (i)}1 . We apply the technique
of uniformization in order to make the duration of each stage
1 Uniformization is a standard technique to write dynamic programming
problems.
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independent of the policy chosen. The uniform transition probabilities can be calculated based on the non-uniform transition
probabilities (2) and (3) as in [18].
In the objective (6) we discount future costs with a discount
factor α close to 1. Discounting of future costs reflects the
uncertainty of future costs, and brings the technical advantage
of making the optimal cost to be finite. The optimal policy can
be calculated by solving (6) using the value iteration algorithm
as in Section 1.3.1 in [18]. Note that in equation (7), β is a
uniformization constant given as α = v/(β + v).
The following definition is useful for the main analytic result.
Definition 1: A policy q is called hysteretic if for all actions
a ∈ F, q(a, Q) = γ implies q(γ , Q) = γ .
In practice this means that if the best mode to enter with Q
jobs in the queue is γ , then the system should stay there if it is
already there. The proof of the following theorem is included in
the Appendix of [19].
Theorem 1: The optimal policy for the objective in (6) is
hysteretic.

E3

Fig. 4. Optimal ratio ( P S L )∗ vs traffic load for different values of ch
2 . For
ON
E ch
P

3
E ch

, increasing the traffic load results in an increased ( P S L )∗ ,
ON
given that the line tolerates higher values of PS L in order to avoid switching

a given ratio

P

2
E ch

from L3 too frequently. Increasing the ratio

3
E ch
2
E ch

for a given traffic load results

in the line tolerating higher values of PS L without switching off to L3. Note
that for each switching cost ratio, the labels L2 and L3 represent the area where
it is optimal to switch off to L2 or L3 respectively.

B. Numerical Results: L2 vs L3

consumption resulting from waking up from L3. For example,

For the following numerical results we consider an
ADSL2plus line with transmit power equal to 20.4 dBm and
downstream data rate equal to 15.9 Mbps. These numbers are
generated by using a realistic DSL simulator that was written entirely by the authors. Initially, we assume an application
with r = 10J/(job*s). Later in this paper, however, we sweep
through a big range of r values in order to capture both delay
sensitive and delay insensitive applications and trace out the
Pareto optimal tradeoff between energy consumption and delay.
The buffer size is taken equal to 100 and the time required to
switch the line on is equal to 40s. The energy required to switch
on is taken equal to the power consumption at L0 multiplied by
the time required to switch the line on.We consider β = 0.005,
which results in a discount factor α = 0.992. As in [20], it
is optimal to switch off the line when the buffer drains. This
section examines under what conditions it is optimal to switch
off to L2 versus to L3 and vice versa. The main parameters

when the traffic load is beyond 30% for

that affect this decision are the ratios

PS L
PO N

ular, Fig. 4 shows the optimal value of the

3
E ch
2 . In particE ch
PS L
ratio PO N , denoted

and

as ( PPOS LN )∗ , where the optimal sleeping state to switch off to
changes from L2 to L3 or vice versa. The optimal threshold
( PPOS LN )∗ is plotted against the traffic load for different values of
the ratio
( PPOS LN )∗

3
E ch
2
E ch

. Note that if the actual value

PS L
PO N

is larger than

the optimal sleeping state is L3, otherwise it is L2. For

a given ratio of switching costs

3
E ch
2 ,
E ch

the increase in traffic load

results in a higher ( PPOS LN )∗ . When the traffic load is higher, hence

the probability of frequent switchings between ON and sleeping state (L2 or L3) increases, switching to L2 is preferable
even when the cost PS L is high since it is still less expensive
than frequent switchings between L3 and ON. Similarly, for
a given traffic load, the line with a larger switching cost ratio
3
E ch
2
E ch

demonstrates a higher ( PPOS LN )∗ to avoid the excessive energy

20% for

3
E ch
2
E ch

3
E ch
2
E ch

= 1.5, or beyond

= 3, the optimal policy never switches the line off

to L3. It instead either keeps the line always ON or switches it
off to L2 when the buffer drains.
IV. S TABLE SLEEPING
The introduction of L0-L2/L3 mode coordination results in
time-varying crosstalk, which can lower the SNR margin of
the M uncoordinated lines sufficiently to cause them to retrain,
adversely impacting stability. We study the effect of varying
sleep modes on the uncoordinated lines only, because stability
is guaranteed for coordinated lines by design. A precise definition of stability is not straightforward and depends on many
DSL implementation issues. Generally, if a line m undergoes an
increase of crosstalk interference and noise that is larger than
the noise margin  m , it might become unstable. We define the
noise impact z km (for tone k and line m) as a stability measure,
which represents the impact on the uncoordinated lines caused
by the L2/L3-ON transitions of the coordinated lines:
z km =

(intm
k )after transition
, m ∈ M, k ∈ {1, . . . , K },
(intm
k )before transition

(9)

with the denominator and numerator referring to the interference and noise on the uncoordinated lines, before and after
L2/L3-ON transitions, respectively. Lower noise impact or less
frequent transitions correspond to a more stable DSL network.
The overall noise impact is the summation of z km over all tones
k and lines m.
The introduction of sleeping modes for coordinated DSLs
results in an increased noise impact on the uncoordinated lines.
The concern about instability induced by sleeping mode has
long been a bottleneck issue. It is poorly understood and L2
mode is rarely used in current practice. This section limits the
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time-varying crosstalk from wake-up, which naturally enhances
stability. Section V considers also gradual power reduction, as
allowed by current standards.
To improve the stability behavior of the DSL network when
DSLs are allowed to switch to sleeping mode, we propose a
temporal dimension solution, where the wake-up of a DSL from
L2/L3 to ON occurs gradually following some increasing time
function instead of being a step function, and can be implemented by discrete, intermediate power management states, or
(L2 sub-modes) with fixed time intervals equal to the wake up
time, e.g., wkn ∈ {0, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1}, ∀k, ∀n ∈ N. Note that if,
for example, the optimal sleeping mode is L3 and there are i
L2 sub-modes, then the actual number of modes incurred during an L3 → ON switching is i + 2, including the L3 and ON
modes. In this case L3 corresponds to an L2min sub-mode, in
order to avoid confusion. Most DSLs have a 6 dB target SNR
margin and they usually operate with at least 4 dB margin. If the
margin falls below 0 dB they generally retrain and cause instability. So, increasing the crosstalk by a factor of two (3 dB) will
rarely cause lines to retrain, but instead they can perform seamless rate adaptation (SRA) and bit-swap to adapt to the new
crosstalk level.
Also, the MDP framework defined in the previous sections
is applied separately for each line under consideration based on
each line’s particular characteristics. For the temporal dimension solution proposed here, the switching cost E ch defined in
the MDP framework corresponds to a full wake-up from L3
or L2 to L0. The above solution reduces the noise impact on
the uncoordinated lines and thus improves the stability of these
lines. The following result, which is proven in the Appendix
of [19], shows how this solution improves the stability of the
uncoordinated lines.
Theorem 2: Suppose that for coordinated line n there are i
L2 sub-modes incurred when the line wakes up and character1
, . . . , 12 , 1}PO N (including
ized by transmit powers {0, 21i , 2i−1
the actual L2 or L3 and ON modes). Then as the number of
sub-modes i increases, the noise impact on each uncoordinated
line m is non-increasing.
A. Example with Stable Sleeping: Energy, Delay and Stability
Performance
For the numerical evaluation of our sleeping policies through
a realistic DSL simulator, we first consider an ADSL2plus scenario. We consider a situation with 12 ADSL2plus lines in
downstream transmission. Lines 1–6 are uncoordinated while
lines 7–12 are coordinated. The uncoordinated line lengths are
5 km, 4.8 km, 4 km, 3.8 km, 3 km, and 2.8 km, whereas the
coordinated line lengths are 3 km, 2.5 km, 2 km, 1.5 Km,
1.3 km, and 1 km respectively. All the coordinated lines are
located 2 km from the CO whereas all the uncoordinated lines
begin at the CO. The distance from the CO has an impact on the
crosstalk level: the larger this distance, the larger the crosstalk
impact on the CO-connected DSL lines.
The transmit powers of the uncoordinated lines are fixed at
ADSL2plus PSD mask for downstream as defined in [21]. The
transmit powers of the coordinated lines are optimized based on
the Distributed Spectrum Balancing (DSB) algorithm [22]. The
DSM formulation used is the following:
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max

transmit spectra

subject to

n∈N
n

Rn

P ≤ P n,tot ,

(10)
∀n

(11)

In (10) R n corresponds to the data rate of line n. In (11)
and P n,tot correspond to the per line n transmit power
and available transmit power budget defined by DSL standards,
respectively. The above conservative design guarantees stability for the coordinated lines. The design is conservative because
the data rates include an SNR gap that takes a noise margin (of
6 dB) into account and in addition the system is dimensioned
for the case that all lines are active and generating crosstalk. In
addition, we have used the standard 1% worst-case model for
the DSL channels. The optimized transmit power of each coordinated line is 0.1096 W [23]. The optimized data rates of the
coordinated lines are 6.881 Mbps, 10.437 Mbps, 15.419 Mbps,
15.765 Mbps, and 16.451 Mbps respectively. The power optimization results in full allocated transmit power which is
normal as the design objective for determining the transmit
powers is to maximize a weighted sum of the data rates.
Given that in practice most DSLs are underutilized [24],
we initially choose traffic loads below 50% in order to model
such an underutilization. The 6 coordinated lines are initially
assumed to operate under traffic load approximately equal
to 50%, 35%, 15%, 10%, 5%, and 3%. Later, however, we
will study the achievable energy savings under a wide range
of traffic loads. We consider relatively delay tolerant applications and choose r = 5J/(job*s). However, we later sweep
through a big range of r values in order to capture both delay
tolerant and sensitive applications and trace out the Pareto
optimal tradeoff between energy consumption and delay performance. Assuming that the coordinated lines are characterized
Pn

by

PS L
PO N

= 0.2 and

3
E ch
2
E ch

= 1.5, then the optimal sleeping state

is L3. Fig. 5a presents the structure of the optimal policy of
the second coordinated line for a scaling parameter of δ =
1000J/job, although in Fig. 5b we calculate the optimal ON
thresholds for a big range of values of δ. The ON thresholds correspond to the number of buffered jobs that a line is turned on.
From Fig. 5a we observe that the optimal policy is hysteretic,
as Theorem 1 predicted. The line sleeps until 9 jobs are accumulated in the buffer and then wakes up. Once awake, the line
stays ON until all the jobs in the buffer are processed. Fig. 5b
shows that for given value of δ, lines characterized by higher
traffic loads demonstrate lower optimal ON thresholds, since
they are not allowed to sleep for too long in order to process
frequent incoming jobs. In addition, as δ increases, the optimal thresholds increase, given that the switching costs become
higher. This means that in order to avoid excessive switching
cost due to frequent switchings, all lines stay at L3 until higher
queue occupancies.
Sleeping policies might cause stability issues on all uncoordinated lines, since the sudden wake up of any coordinated
line produces time varying crosstalk. We will demonstrate the
improvement of the stability of uncoordinated lines by exploiting the temporal solution discussed in Section IV. We consider
that lines wake up according to an exponential waking up function. Specifically, when there are i L2 sub-modes the transmit
1
, . . . , 12 , 1}PO N , so the power increases
powers are {0, 21i , 2i−1
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Fig. 5. Optimal policy structure

Fig. 6. Pareto optimal tradeoff between energy consumption and average delay
for traffic load 10%. Making the wake up process more gradual deteriorates the
energy-delay tradeoff.

in 3 dB steps. Note that the transmit spectra of the L2 submodes correspond to simple power back-off versions of the
full power transmit spectra obtained from (10). We assume a
large enough fixed time interval between consequent waking
up states that allows the uncoordinated lines to adapt to the new
interference level. This fixed time can be safely assumed to be
lower than 1 sec.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the energy consumption - average delay
Pareto optimal tradeoff for Line 10, which operates under traffic
load 10%, and for different number of L2 sub-modes incurred
only during L3→ON switchings. Each tradeoff curve is derived
by varying the congestion cost coefficient r , with each value
of this parameter corresponding to a different optimal policy.
When the wake up process becomes more gradual by adding
more sub-modes, the tradeoff becomes worse. This is because
it takes more time for the line to fully wake up (for example,
given our assumptions, one L2 sub-mode doubles the wake up
time) and start transmitting data. For a given energy consumption level, the average delay increases. The increase in delay is
the price we need to pay in order to reduce the noise impact
on uncoordinated lines, improving the stability with respect
to the direct L3→ON case. For a given average delay, the
energy consumption increases with intermediate states because
of the additional power consumed in each of the intermediate
states. We can see that the energy consumption corresponding
to arbitrarily large delay asymptotically converges to about

Fig. 7. Improvement of average across all uncoordinated lines of time averaged
maximum noise impact with total number of L2 sub-modes incurred during
L3→ON switchings. The more gradual the wake up process the bigger the
improvement.

0.85J or 0.24 KWh. Also, delay sensitive applications, characterized by higher values of r are characterized by higher values
of energy consumption and lower values of delay.
Fig. 7 shows the improvement of the averaged (across all
uncoordinated lines) maximum noise impact when the number
of L2 sub-modes increases. The bigger granularity of control during the wake up process can improve maximum noise
impact up to 85% when there are 3 L2 sub-modes in our example. Note that the maximum noise impact per tone is important,
as violating the noise impact on a tone of one line can result in
errors (beyond the BER target) hence an uncoordinated line can
go out of showtime. The average across all uncoordinated lines
is an indicator of our policy improvement on all uncoordinated
lines.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows the energy savings achieved by both
the optimal sleeping policy and a baseline policy that turns a
line on as soon as there is 1 job waiting in the queue to be
processed. The energy savings are averaged across all lines.
For all traffic loads considered, the optimal policy performs
better than the baseline policy. The gap between these two
policies is higher for lower traffic load, which corresponds to
the realistic scenario of underutilized DSLs. Our optimal policy results in significant energy savings for lower traffic loads,
i.e, around 85% for traffic load 10% and 50% for traffic load
20%. Naturally, the energy savings decrease as the traffic load
becomes higher, which reduces the lines’ sleeping times.
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Fig. 8. Energy savings over traffic load for optimal and baseline sleeping
policies. The optimal policy performs better especially for lower traffic loads.

V. C OMPARING BBF TR-202 G UIDELINES
AND O UR N EW D ESIGN
The BBF TR-202 guidelines [7] described in I-A have MDP
cost per transition that takes the form
1
ĝ(i, p(i)) =
( p(i)PO N + (1 − p(i))PS L + r Q i )
β +v
2
+ |Wi − p(i)|E ch
+ | p(i) − Wi |Wi

9


Pl τoff,l

l=1

− δ| p(i) − Wi |Wi

9


Roff,l τoff,l

(12)

l=1

In the above formula, Pk and Roff,k denote the power consumption and data rate in intermediate state k introduced by
the above guidelines respectively. The time spent in each of the
intermediate states is τoff = 127s.
Note that (12) models the case in which the line gradually
goes to the lowest L2 mode each time it decides to save power,
which corresponds to a worst case delay and minimum power
configuration, whereas in practice the line can stop at an intermediate level from which it can jump back to full power mode.
Also (12) increases the switching cost, when the line turns off,
by the amount of energy spent in each of the intermediate states.
At the same time the delay component of the switching cost is
decreased because jobs can still be processed while the line is
in these intermediate states.
In this section, we leverage the analytic framework introduced in Section III-A and propose a scheme that takes into
account the gradual power-down and power-up of the line,
providing for an implementation using intermediate states or
operating sub-modes. Here we introduce operating sub-modes
for both waking up or going to sleep. We seek to find the optimal policy that controls such transitions, taking into account the
fact that once a line is in the process of waking up, or going to
sleep, it does not need to transition through all the sub-modes.
Also, in contrast to the previous approach in [4], a line does
not need to switch off all the way to the sleeping state before
switching back on again. This provides more flexibility.
A. Analytic Framework
As in Section III-A, we assume that the workload is a Poisson
process (of rate λ) of exponentially sized jobs, with mean 1/R.
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We formulate the corresponding MDP to minimize the objective of a weighted sum of delay, energy due to processing,
and switching costs. Decisions on switching between operating
modes are made on the timescale of job arrivals and departures.
We consider a DSL with c + 1 L2 sub-modes (0, 1, 2, . . . , c),
with the mode c referring to full power state L0. The submode 0 refers to the sleeping state (L2 or L3, depending on
which sleeping state is optimal) and is alternatively called
L2min or L3min sub-mode. The decision whether the sleeping state is chosen to be L2 or L3 depends on the modem
characteristics and is based on the analysis in Section III-A.
We also consider that each line is associated with a finite
buffer of size B. The MDP state space is  = {0, 1, 2, . . . , c} ×
{0, 1, 2, . . . , B}. The system is in state i = (Wi , Q i ) if the line
was in sub-mode Wi in the previous time interval and currently
there are Q i jobs in the system.
To analytically optimize the policy that decides the sleeping
and wake up process of a DSL, we linearly approximate, without loss of generality, the different sub-modes in terms of power
consumption and transmit rate. Assume that PO N and R O N
correspond to the power consumption and transmit rate respectively when the line is fully ON (mode c). When the line is in
sub-mode Wi , the power consumption is equal to Wi Pm , and the
transmit rate is Wi Rm , where Pm = PO N /c and Rm = R O N /c.
The solution to the MDP is a policy denoted by p, indicating the optimal sub-mode (the action) for the line to be in each
MDP state. The transition probabilities at state (Wi , Q i ) with
policy p(Wi , Q i ) and 0 < Q i < B now become:
λ
,
λ + Rm p(Wi , Q i )
(13)
Rm p(Wi , Q i )
Pr [(Wi , Q i ) → ( p(Wi , Q i ), Q i − 1)] =
.
λ + Rm p(Wi , Q i )
(14)

Pr [(Wi , Q i ) → ( p(Wi , Q i ), Q i + 1)] =

The running and switching costs, g1 and g2 respectively, now
become:
g1 (i, p(i)) = ( p(i)Pm + 1 p(i)=0 PO F F + r Q i ),

(15)

g2 (i, p(i)) = |Wi − p(i)|es + δ|Wi − p(i)|λτs .

(16)

Here es and τs represent the energy and time required
for switching between two successive sub-modes. Note that
PO F F = PS L , if the optimal sleeping state is L2min, and
PO F F = 0, if the optimal sleeping state is L3min.
The parameter δ, expressed in J/s, models the emphasis put
on the time part of the switching cost relatively to the energy
part.
Our new sleeping mode operation design can be summarized
as follows.
1) The optimal sleeping state can be either L2 or L3 based
on the line’s characteristics. The optimization decision is
based on the analysis of Section III-A.
2) Introduce multiple L2 sub-modes with power consumption and transmit rate Wi Pm and Wi Rm respectively,
where Wi is the Wi -th sub-mode above L2min or L3min,
Pm = PO N /c and Rm ≈ R O N /c.
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3) The line can visit any sub-mode in an increasing or
decreasing order while turning on or off respectively, and
does not necessarily need to go through all sub-modes
while waking up or going to sleep. The sequence of
sub-modes to visit depends on the optimal policy.
4) There is a cost in terms of energy and time for switching
between different sub-modes. This costs are denoted as
es , and τs for successive sub-mode switching respectively.
5) Switching between different sub-modes takes place on an
event of an arrival or departure and only if it is dictated
by the optimal policy.
In addition, and contrary to the BBF TR-202 guidelines, our
scheme involves the use of a buffer where jobs are being accumulated, so the number of jobs that need to be processed is
readily known. From a practical implementation perspective, a
buffer can correspond to some amount of SDRAM memory that
needs to be carefully dimensioned [25] [26].
Theorem 3: The policy that optimally decides the transitions
between different sub-modes is monotone hysteretic.
The proof of this theorem is provided in the Appendix of
[19]. A formal definition of the monotonicity of a hysteretic
polity can be found in [27]. In our problem the monotone hysteretic policy is characterized by 2c thresholds, c for switching
sub-modes while the line is turning on, and c for switching
sub-modes while the line is turning off.

B. Simulation Results: New Scheme
1) Optimal Policy Structure: We illustrate the gradual transition design in an ADSL2plus downstream scenario, consisting
of 6 uncoordinated lines of length 3 km deployed from a central
office (CO), and 6 coordinated lines of length 1 km deployed
from a remote terminal (RT) 2 km from the CO, with all subscribers collocated. The data rate of each coordinated line is
15.9 Mbps and the transmit power is 20.4 dBm. The coordinated lines are initially under traffic loads 50%, 35%, 15%,
10%, 5%, and 3% respectively.
We pick those traffic loads to model underutilized DSLs
(with the exception of 50% traffic load). As mentioned earlier,
such light traffic loads allow to not consider buffer overflow
in this paper. Initially, we consider c = 5 (6 sub-modes), however we later study the system performance under a large range
of sub-modes. In order to see the structure of the optimal policy we look into line 2 (traffic load 35%), with characteristics
PS L
PO N

= 0.06 and

3
E ch
2
E ch

= 32 . From Fig. 4 we can see that the opti-

mal sleeping state is L2, given that for the above characteristics
and a traffic load higher than 30% it is never optimal to turn off
the line to L3. Note that in our framework L2 corresponds to
sub-mode L2min. We also consider a delay insensitive application with r = 10J/job. Finally, we assume that the time required
to transition between successive sub-modes is 8s, resulting in a
total wake up time of 40s, and δ = 1J/s, thus putting equivalent
emphasis on the time and energy part of the switching cost. The
mean interarrival time is taken equal to 10s, thus making the
arrival of a job during mode-transitioning rather not probable.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the optimal policy for line 4. We can
see that the optimal ON thresholds for switching to a higher

Fig. 9. Optimal policy for c = 5 and traffic load of 35%. The optimal sleeping
state is L2.

Fig. 10. Pareto optimal tradeoff between energy consumption and average
delay for the coordinated line 4 under our optimal sleeping policy (c=5). Our
approach results in a better energy-delay tradeoff when the number of L2
sub-modes available increases.

submode are equal to 2, 6, 9, 13, and 16 jobs whereas the
optimal OFF thresholds for switching to a lower submode are
equivalent to 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 jobs. Note that the traffic load of 35%,
and the delay-insensitive application does not require the line
to be fully ON until there are 16 jobs in the buffer.
In this particular case the optimal policy suggests that the
modem should visit all the intermediate sub-modes in order to
fully turn on. Switching immediately to full power would be
suboptimal in terms of balancing energy consumption and delay
performance. However, if the designer of the line still wishes a
suboptimal operation where the line switches on directly to full
power from any L2 sub-mode, an option would be to use the
ON thresholds provided by the optimal policy.
2) Optimal tradeoffs and energy savings: Here we explore
the benefits that arise from increasing the granularity of control
in terms of L2 sub-modes. In particular, Fig. 10 demonstrates
the Pareto optimal tradeoff between energy consumption and
average delay for the coordinated line 4 (traffic load equal
to 10%) in two cases; when there are 2 sub-modes available
(c = 1) and when there are 6 sub-modes available (c = 5). The
optimal tradeoff is traced out by varying the delay sensitivity
captured by parameter r . It is clear that the increased granularity of control significantly improves the Pareto optimal tradeoff,
given that energy consumption is reduced by around 50-65%
and average delay is reduced by 5-65% for all delay sensitivities
considered.
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When τo f f = 127s our approach performs better for all c ≥ 5,
however the amount of stability improvement is lower (around
15%). This is because the increased time spent in each of the
9 intermediate states (while switching off to L2) defined by the
BBF TR-202 guidelines reduces the sudden increase of electromagnetic coupling in the bundle relatively well. The original
BBF TR-202 approach with τo f f = 127s however, performs
much worse in terms of energy savings compared to our optimal scheme. Note that all comparisons have been made under
the consideration that the BBF TR-202 guidelines use all 9
intermediate states for good stability performance.
Fig. 11. Improvement of average energy savings across all coordinated lines
achieved by our optimal policy for different numbers of L2 sub-modes in
comparison with the BBF policy under different values of τo f f .

Fig. 12. Improvement on maximum noise impact achieved by our sleeping policy compared to the BBF guidelines approach for different values of τo f f . As
τo f f decreases, our approach results in better stability for a large range of L2
sub-modes.

In addition, Fig. 11 shows the improvement of energy savings
achieved by our scheme for different number of L2 sub-modes
in comparison with those achieved by the BBF policy as
described earlier and modeled in equation (12). We evaluate
a modified version of the guidelines in the BBF TR-202 that
allows different values of τo f f to be spent in each intermediate
state.
Due to higher flexibility of control, as the number of L2 submodes increases, the improvement of energy savings achieved
by our optimal scheme increases as well. BBF TR-202 guidelines perform poorly when the time spent in each intermediate
state before turning off is high (τo f f = 127s). In particular, our
scheme performs almost 4 times better depending on the number of L2 sub-modes. When τo f f decreases, the performance
improvement naturally falls and ranges from 63% to 84% for
τo f f = 12.7s, and from 4% to almost 25% for τo f f = 1.27s,
depending on the number of L2 sub-modes chosen.
3) Stability: Fig. 12 illustrates the improvement of the maximum noise impact (maximum z km for all tones k and lines
m) achieved by our optimal sleeping policy for different numbers of L2 sub-modes in comparison with the maximum noise
impact achieved by the modified BBF TR-202 guidelines’
sleeping method having 9 L2 sub-modes.
When the time spent in each of the intermediate states
defined by the BBF TR-202 guidelines is relatively low (τo f f =
1.27s or τo f f = 12.7s), our approach performs better in terms
of stability for all c ≥ 2. In particular, when c = 5 or c = 10,
our approach results in almost 50% more system stability.

VI. S UMMARY
The use of DSL sleeping modes offers great potential for
decreasing energy consumption of the broadband access infrastructure. In this paper, we develop optimal and stable sleeping
mode policies. We provide an analytic framework to optimally decide between L2 and L3 sleeping modes, based on the
ratio of the respective switching costs and the power consumption at L2. It consists of a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
formulation with easily tunable parameters that model DSL
sleeping modes. Our MDP-based optimal policies result in a
Pareto-optimal tradeoff between energy consumption and delay
performance. We demonstrate that compared to a baseline policy, which turns a DSL on as soon as there is an incoming job to
be transmitted and turns it back off as soon as the job has been
transmitted, our optimal policy results in higher energy savings
for all traffic loads. The performance improvement becomes
higher for lower traffic loads which correspond to the realistic
scenario of underutilized DSLs.
The impact of the optimal policy on stability is furthermore
studied by considering the impact of time-varying crosstalk
that could destabilize uncoordinated DSLs. A stability improving mechanism is then proposed so as to obtain stable sleep
mode operation. It consists of smoothing the wake-up process
of DSLs in time by introducing intermediate power states, or
L2 sub-modes. The benefits of this mechanism are evaluated
by numerical simulation results, demonstrating a three-way
tradeoff between energy consumption, delay performance, and
stability.
In addition, we prove the monotone hysteretic structure of
the optimal policy that transitions a DSL between different submodes in order to improve the Pareto optimal tradeoff, without
requiring the line to completely switch off before turning back
on again. We compare the performance of our approach with
the current BBF TR-202 sleeping guidelines, and show that our
approach, which introduces an optimized gradual turn on procedure, along with the respective turn off procedure, can result
in higher energy savings even when the BBF TR-202 policy
is modified to stay in each of the intermediate states a much
shorter amount of time. In addition, our numerical results show
improved stability performance of our policy compared to the
BBF TR-202 guidelines, even when the BBF TR-202 policy
operates with 127s in each of its 9 intermediate states and our
policy considers only 6 L2 sub-modes. The stability improvement increases to more than 50% when our policy considers 11
L2 sub-modes (c = 10), which is equivalent to 9 intermediate
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states in BBF TR-202 guidelines, and BBF TR-202 policy
operates with 1.27s in each intermediate state.
To implement this in practice, ADSL2/ADSL2plus lowpower link states operation can be controlled to enable the
multiple sub-states and gradual entry as described here. For
VDSL2, at this time of writing, the ITU-T has recently completed a new Annex specifying VDSL2 Low Power Mode
(LPMode) [6]. The multiple power states and gradual exit
advanced in this paper have been incorporated into this Annex,
which can be directly implemented for enhancing energy efficiency and stability of VDSL2. This new VDSL2 LPMode
allows gradual entry and exit through multiple low power states.
This gives DSL operators the ability to implement the theory
advanced in this paper to optimize power usage with minimal
delay and while maintaining stability.
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